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ON LOG CONCA\ITY FOR ORDER.-PRESER\TNG AtiD ORNER-NON-RXITRSING MAPS

OF PARTIAI ORDERS

*+
D.E. Day'kin and J.W. Daykin and M.S. Paterson

Abstraet. Stanley used Lhe Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequalities from the

theory of nixed voluues to prorie the following result. Let P be

a partially or,Jered set with n elenents, arrd let x e P. ff Sf is
1.

the nunber of linear extensions ,\ : P + {I , 2r..',n} satisfying
1 --*f(x) = i, then the sequence N;"",N' is lcg concave (and therefore

unirnodal). Here the analogous results for both order-preserving

and order-non-reversing maps are proved using an explicit

injection. Further, if v" is Ehe number of order-preservi.ng maps

of P into a chain of length c, then v" is shown to be 1-og concave,

and the corresponding result is establ-ished for orCer-non-reversing

maps.

1. InEroduction

Let P be a poset (= partially ordered seL) wi-th n elernents and

Ca chain with c elements. We are interested in certain log concavity

properties of order-related nappings from the eleoents of P into C.

Definitions of 3 classes of such maps are as follows.
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A nap I : P + [n] = {1,2r...rn} is a linear extension of P if

l is 1-1 and,for a1L x,y e P, x < y inplies L(x) < f(y).

For (PrC), a map ur : P + C is orCer-ereserving if, for all

x,y € P, x < y implies r.':(x) < r,r(y). Note that ur need not be 1-1.

(Sorne authors require lpl = lCl, but we do not need this restriction)'

For (PrC), a naap p : P -+ C is order-non-reversing if, for all

x,y € P, x < y iraples P(x) < P(Y).

A sequenc. toralr'.. of non-negative real nunbers is said to be
,)

Log ccnca're if a.-, .i*i ( aj tor 1< i. rn carti'cular, a Lo9

concave sequence is r:nincdal , i.e. for sooe j we have

a ( a. (...( a. and a.2 a,,.)...o I I J J+r

In 198O Stanley [1O-] used the Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequalities

(which guarantee the logarithnic concavity of coefficients arising

from Ehe volume of weighted sums of n-dimensional polytopes) to

prove that cerEain sequences of cornbinatorial interest are 1og

concave (surveys of naixed volunes appear in [3]' [5]). One such

result is:

Iheorem 1 (Stanl-ey) .

tfl(it< .iO*

of linear extensions ).

Supposel<j{kand

*d tr*t = n+1. Ttren

-1 : j \r'*r. .: .: r't ; ; \< 
L ')

N^ (i1, . . .,i5-1,tj-t, tj *r, . . .,io)*" (ir "' r' tj-r, tj*t, tj*r, "',lk/<N (il, " "it) l

rn particular, the case k=1 yield" ll1-rn*.*, * *lt, confirming

a conjecture of &*g, Fishburn and Craharn [4], which strengthened an

r:npublished conjecture of R. Rivest that the sequence N;r... rN* i"

r:nimdal. Chung et, al.established 1og concavity for the case that P

is a union of two linear orders, i.e. chains.

Let x,

n, then define u*(itr... rik) to be the nuuber

: P + [n] such that tr(x.) = ij for 1< j < k.

i. . + 1 < i. < i.., -1, where we seE i = Q
J-I J J+I O
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Graham IB] asked whether the analogue of Stanieyrs Theorem is

true for order-preserving 'r12ps, and noled that the tKG inequality [61

can be used very naturally to prove the 1og concavity of various

sequences of a combinatorial nature (e.g.see [9]). He suggests [7]

tbat Stanleyts result, aad the analogue conjectured result for

order-preserving naps, should have proofs based on the FKG inequality

or the more general AD inequality t1l, but these have as yet eiudeci

diseovery.

We present an injective proof for the corresponding result for

order-preserving maps. fhe injection consists of constructing, for

each pair of rnaps with t:r(x) = r anrl urr(x) = r*sitr a unique pair of maps

r,rith t:^(x) = r+s and r,r, (x) = r+t. That is if two ordered pairs of the form
JL+

(orrrrrr) are distinct, then their two asscciated (r.ll 
,'r,llO) 

pairs are

distinct, thus ensuring the inquality. With ninor changes the injection

yields 1og concavity for order-non-reversing maps '

Log concave sequences can be proved (see [2]) to satisfy the nore

general inecualitY,

a v .. ( a .- a .- for natural nunsers rrsrt > O'
r r+S+t r+S r+E

Finaliy, if v" is the number of order-preserving maPs of P into

a chain of length c, then u" is shown to be 1og concave. The analogue

is established for order-non-reversing naps '

2. Order-Preserving MaPs

Ttreorem 2 Let C be a finite chain, and 1et X.1 r...,1 be a fixed subset

in p. Define N(ilr...,in) to be the nurober of order-preserving

maps ur : P + C such that o(xj) = ij for 1 < j < k. Let r,s,t be natural

numbers, then

N(r,i, ,... ,1)N(r+s+t,i2t...,in) ( N(r+s ,i2," ',iu)N(r+t,iZ, "',ik) '

In particular, the case k = 1 and s = t = 1 yields NrNr*2 = xf*f
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Proof Suppose Ehat the L.II.S. of Che inquality is not equal to O,

and that s,! > O, for otherwise the result clearly ho1ds. Since only

the height in C, of \ changes, for brevity denote x, bY x. We will

first prove the result for k = 1 narely, N(r)N(r+s+t) < li(r+s)N(r+t),

and then show holr it easily extends to k > 1'

Given any pair of order-preserving mpps r,l1'uJ2 : P + C with

or(x) = r and rlrr(x) = r+s+t, we will eonstruct a unique pair of

order-preserving mpps ul3'o4 , P + C with ri.rr(x) = r+s and o.(x) = r+t.

I{e may as s r-l$e C i s 1< 2

Now the pair orrrtit2 rnay equallir be regarded as an order-preserving rnap B

ieto the direct product (C+t) x C = {(y,y') : Y € C+t' Y'6 C},

with the partial ordering: (yl,YZ) < (61,62) if both Yl'6, in C+t

and Y2 < 6, in C. Thus B = 81 t 82 : P -+ (C+t) x C where,

for p e P, Br(R) = t * ,,rr(n) and Br(R) = or(l). rn particular, we

have B(x) =( r+t' r+s+t ).

Now define the operation flip( j,k ) = ( k,j )' We will

say p forces q for PrQ € P if,

either p < q and f lip(B(p)1 <n(a), i.e. ar(n) > nr(t) or Br(p) > nr(c),

or p > q and flip(r(p)) >B(c) .

Also define D, = {p : p e P, x (forces)*P}, where "(forces)*"

is the reflexive and transitive closure of "forces". That is, x e D,

and the forcing procedure propagates from x to forrn the subset DB of P.

Since P is finite the propagation uust halt (possibly with DB = P),

and then we let 6(8) : P + Zx Z be defined by

o(s)(p) 

= 

flip(B(p)) if n e D,

n(p) if p{D,

Lenrma I 6 (B) is orde rprese rving.

Proof Inrnrediag" from the definitions. n
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Lenrms 2 B, (d) < Bo(d) for d € Do.

Proof l.le harre f r(x) < Br(x), since s > 0. So it is sufficient to

show that if Bf(d) < B2(d) for sone d e Dr, then this relation hol'Cs

for any n in D, forced by d. Suppose first that d < p, and so

nr(n) < B2(d) . Bz(p) ox Br(p) < B1(d) < B2(d) . BZ(p). The latter

is iupossible and the forrer establishes the elaim. The procf

if d > p, is similar. n

Lemna 3 6(S)(P) e (C+t) x C for P : P.

Proof If p 4 DB then ic is clearly crue. Now for p € DB we have

I < 1+r(s.(p) <B^(p)(c< c+t. Ilence flip(B(d)) e (c+t) xc' f
LZ

Leruaa 4 6(6(8)) = B.

Proof It is sufficient to shor" thaE D6(g) = Dn. Suppose d e Dr'

rhen flip(6(B)(d)) = B(d) by the Cefinitio. of De(r). Therefore

d fcrces p with respect to d(9) if

either d < p and B(d) { 6(8) (P) 
'

or d > p and B(d) > 6(s)(p).

If p I n- rhen 6(S)(p) = B(p) and so, since B is order-Preserving,
.6

d does not force P.

If p e D, then 6(r)(p) = flip(B(p)) anC in this case d forces p

with respect to 6(8) iff d forces p with respect to B.

Hence D6 (n) =Dn. n

Corollary 6 is injective. E

Now rrr, and 0r4 are given by 6(8) = (g + 013,04) concluding the case k = 1.

Fina1ly, we shov how the result extends to a subset

{1,...,r1} cPwherek> 1. For x. with2<i<k, wehave

urr(xr) = r^rr(xr) and Bt(xi) = t + ut(xr) > nr(x,) = ot(xt). From

Lenma 2 ve deduce that *i.4 on giving 6(B)(xi) = B(xi) as required. I
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Theorem 3 Let v" be the total nurnber of order-preserving

maps o : P + C. Then vrrv2r.'. is 1og concave.

Proof GivenP, letQbe theposetP uqwhere p< qrvpe P.

Then note that u. equals Ni*l fot x = q in Q and 1 < i. The result

follows by 1og concavity of the sequence Ni+1'Ni12,... f

3. Order-non-reversing naPs

We will euploy a corresPonding injection to show lcg concaviEy

for crder-non-reversing naps. Define N**(ir,...,i'.) co be the-IK

nunber of order-ncn-reversing maps p : P -+ C such that

o("j) =ij forl<j<k.

Theorem 4 The analogue of Theorem 2 holds fo, N**(itr...,io).

Proof The proof follows a parallel- course to that of Ttteoren 2, but

(C + t) x C now takes the usual product ordering, and p fqr!.e_s_ q

if p < q and B.(p) t B,(q) or B,(p) > n',(e) and similarly when p > q. f
LLLL

**
Define v t.o be rhe tocal nunber of ord.er-non-reversing

mapsp:P-+C.
*r3

Theoren 5 The analogue of Theorern 3 holCs for v"

Proof The proof follows that of Thecrerc 3, with
** **

,i equal to N. for x = q in Q and 1 < i.

4. Rem:rks

It appears unlikely that Stanley's Theoren for linear extensions

quoted earlier ean be proved using the kind of injection presented

here. We may however easily strengthen his result to bring it into

line with our Theorens 2 and 4, by remving the condition that the xfs
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form a chain in P. Suppose {xr,...,1} is an arbitrary subset

of P, then without loss of generality assu* il <...< ik If we

*
augoent P wiCh the new relations *1 ".... L then N is unchanged

and Stanleyts Ttreorem applies to the new partial order.

As lcl increases, the ProPortion of order-preserving maps

with r,:(y) = ur(z) for some Y * z dinoinishes. We note that

** **
v -v andN as c-'6.ccL]-

We may define a real-valued function f- - on the unit
f ;^

interval by
** :t*

f (rr) = lim c N, ,/v = lim c Nr ,/u'P Y'*' - - lrrcl''c lucl' c '- , " c*. LccJ " .-r* ('.ug

f- represenEs the probability distribution of the valrie of t:(x)
Pt X

with respecE to the uriform distribution of order-preserving naps

over the convex region of a r:nit n-dinensional cube defineC by P'

For further details on these convex regions see [10]'

An easy consequence of our theorerns is

corollary f- _- is a log-concave (real-valued) futction,
ysL

i.e.loe(f- ) is concave.
- Ht X
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